
Need a hall for 

banqueting,

an exhibition, 

a conference, 

an event 

or a party?

We have the perfect venues for you.



 

Many ways to plan your event 
with all the space you need.

 

Introducing The Grand Suite at 
Rowans. An impressive and spacial 
room with everything in place to 
make sure your large party, banquet, 
business function or exhibition is a 
great success.

This venue has the room capacity 
perfect for larger events. A great 
floor span which can perfectly 
accommodate large numbers, 
whether for dining at a party event or 
for an exhibition.

With an impressive dance floor, 
various raised seating areas and 
roomy bar space, you’ll be confident 
everyone can enjoy themselves in 
comfort.

The room also has it’s own private 
entrance to the street, designated 
areas for a band, and an independent 
DJ booth. 

As well as being able to organise 
some private bowling if you wish, 
Rowans can also arrange other 
entertainment for you, as we have 
access to some good bands and 
DJ’s.

★	Food and drinks / Full catering 
or buffet can be arranged.  

★	Private 10 pin bowling 
     ( optional, on request )

★	Drinks licence available 
      up to 4 am

★	Band / DJ organised on 
request

★	Space for 50 - 300 people



   

A unique environment for 
the perfect event.

 

There’s something really special 
about The Studio at Rowans. A 
magnificent space to hold your party 
or event in.

A party celebration with friends? 
A business  bonding get-together,  
an exhibition or a fashion event 
perhaps?

Whatever your function, you’ll find 
The Studio Suite perfect for your 
needs. A medium-sized venue which 
allows for 20 to 110 people.

A great airy space with natural 
daylight and real character which 
is reflected in the beautifully arched 
decorated ceiling - a real feature for 
the venue.

It all adds to the cosiness of this 
special place.

Located within our upstairs area and 
boasting an amazing floor to ceiling 
mirrored wall, perfect for those who 
want their party or event to feel 
doubly popular! 

★	Food and drinks / Catering 
      choices on request  

★	Private 10 pin bowling 
      ( optional, on request )

★		Drinks licence available 
      up to 4 am

★	Space for 20 - 110 people



ENTRANCES
The Grand Suite has it’s own separate, 
private entrance which is located to the side 
of the main bowling centre front entrance.
Entrance to the Studio Suite is also 
separate but is reached through the main 
entrance to the Centre.
For larger events that will be using both 
The Grand Suite and The Studio Suite 
combined, the separate and private 
entrance will be available. 

PRIVATE BOWLING
Why not have some fun and finish off your 
event or conference with a few games  
of bowling?
If you are in a large group this can easily be 
arranged for you in our private upper floor 
bowling alley which you can easily get to 
from both our Suites.
For smaller parties we can reserve some 
lanes in the main bowling area downstairs.
Either way it will be a great way to finish off 
your time at Rowans in style.

TRANSPORT LINKS
Rowans is based directly opposite Finsbury 
Park Tube, Railway and Bus station with 
very easy routes to all mainline stations. 
As it is a hub for many lines and routes it 
is also very convenient for travelling to and  
from places outside London as well.	

	 EUSTON	/	KINGS	CROSS	-	8	MINS	
	 VICTORIA	-	15	MINS	•	MOORGATE	-	18	MINS	
	 CHARING	CROSS	-	21	MINS	
	 WATERLOO	-	24	MINS	•	PADDINGTON	-	26	MINS	

So wherever you come from for your function 
with us, you’ll be able to get home with 
minimum hassle. You can also pick up a 
taxi outside Finsbury Park tube station.

24 BOWLING LANES  ★		17 POOL TABLES  ★		MUSIC & DANCE  ★		KARAOKE  ★		TABLE TENNIS  ★	 ROWANS.CO.UK

For more details please call:

020 8809 5511, E-mail: info@rowans.co.uk 

or for more information visit rowans.co.uk.


